Good correlations exist between both the carbonyl stretching frequency and the carbonyl bond order of the monoaldehydes of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and the HMO atom localisation energies or PMO reactivity numbers of the corresponding hydrocarbons at the carbon centres contiguous to the CHO group. Applications of these correlations are discussed.
Experimental and theoretical data ot polycyclic aromatic aldehydes and the corresponding hydrocarbons
The HMO atom localisation energy Lr [1] as well as the PMO reactivity number N r [2] are suitable measures for the electronic donor properties of the centre r of a polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH). However, these parameters have so far not been applied to find correlations with the properties of substituents in derivated PAH. Thus, the present work aims at gaining information whether and to what extent Lr and Nr values of unsubstituted PAH correlate with the bond order qco and the carbonyl stretching frequency reo of simple car bonyl derivatives of PAH. In principle, both param eters are known to be very sensitive to mesomeric effects [3] . Accordingly, we have studied the ir spectra of benzaldehyde and the monoaldehydes of 12 PAH under identical conditions. In this context it is important to note that the mass influence of the molecular unit linked to the CO group on vco can be neglected for masses above ca 50 as follows from the mechanical model of the stretching vibration [4] . Furthermore, inspection of Stuart-Briegleb models of the compounds studied shows that steric hindrance between the CHO group and the aro matic unit is negligibly. Thus, the presump- 
QrCH0
(1) have not yet been described in the literature and their constitutions have been proven by the same methods. A full description of their synthesis and properties will be given elsewhere [7] .
A Perkin-Elmer 283 B spectrometer was used for the ir measurements. All spectra were recorded in CS2 solution at room temperature (concentration: 2.5 mg/ml, cell length: 0.5 mm, registration speed: 5.5 s/cm-1). All samples have been measured at least three times and the experimental error of the ir measurements was estimated as less as 1 cm-1. Table 1 gives a compilation of the compounds studied, their CO stretching wave numbers vco (cm-1), the Lr and Nr values (in ß units) [1, 2] of the carbon centres r to which the CO group is bound and finally the HMO bond orders gco of the CO group. For the calculation of gco the Zahradnik parametrisation was used [8] .
In Fig. 1 The N r values, which can be calculated extremely easily even for systems containing a very large number of carbon centres [2] , correlate slightly better with the experimental data than the Lr values. A detailed analysis [9] indicates that the force constant for a bond is a function of both the bond order g and the bond polarizability, but for a class of compounds the use of g alone suffices for satis factory correlations. Accordingly, parabolic correla tions exist between gco and Lr or Nr , respective^, for the compounds studied (Figure 2 Since the lowest Nr value (.$V(min)) of a given alternant PAH is related to the first ionisation potential of the hydrocarbon, and consequently to the energy of the HOMO (shomo) [10] a correlation also exists between £homo of the unsubstituted hydrocarbons and vco of those aldehydes where the CO group is bound to the carbon centre rmin.
Equation (2) can be used for the structure deter mination of aromatic aldehydes. Provided the structure of the aromatic system is known, for example from uv and mass spectra of the aldehyde, the position of the CHO group can be found by calculating the corresponding N r value from vco and comparison with the relevant Nr values of the
